
 The planned TraCSS services are critically important for flight safety and the long-

term sustainability of the space environment. We applaud the Department of 

Commerce’s vision in improving on the important services now being provided 

by the U.S. Department of Defense and demonstrating ongoing leadership and 

commitment by the United States in this area.  It is important to encourage 

organizations out of USA to cooperate with SSA to create a more sustainable 

space environment.   
 

 TraCSS should holistically provide, to the greatest practical extent, accurate and 

timely positional knowledge suitable for generating actionable flight safety 

products for all space objects.  This will require the gathering of best-available 

knowledge from spacecraft operators, government, and commercial SSA, 

agnostic of a space object’s size footprint, orbital regime, maneuverability, or 

whether or not the object’s owner or legal authority is a participant in DOC’s 

services or cooperates with DOC by sharing their data. 
 

 

 DOC should include the ability to refine planned maneuvers AND non-

cooperatively detect, characterize, and recover from unknown maneuvers.  This 

is critical to achieving accurate CA and must be incorporated as a foundation of 

basic DOC orbit maintenance.  The DOD’s current CA screening products have 

had limited usefulness for maneuvering spacecraft because they do 

not:  incorporate operator maneuver plans and data, recover quickly from non-

cooperative maneuvers, incorporate maneuver uncertainties to achieve 

covariance realism, solve orbits in the presence of maneuvers, and predict 

through future (planned) maneuvers.  
 

 The DOC’s robust catalog should be constructed as a part of DOC’s basic services 

and fully leverage commercial SSA data and analytics. DOC should obtain 

necessary metric observational data to maintain accurate solutions for all objects 

(spacecraft, launch systems, debris), both cooperative and non-cooperative, in 

all orbital regimes, sourced from spacecraft operators, commercial SSA systems, 

and government tracking network(s). 
 

 

 The DOC’s resulting set of orbit solutions should be provided to the space 

community as a basic service, allowing spacecraft operators, commercial SSA 

analytics providers, and the research and academic communities to further 

refine conjunction alerts, associated methodologies, and to develop risk 

mitigation strategies. 
 

 We believe public authorities such as DOC are best suited to provide the fee-free 

Basic Services to ensure all responsible space operators benefit and that certain 

additional, specialized services may be provided commercially on the open 

market. 
 



 

 While we agree that each of the planned Basic Service offerings offers value, we 

recommend amending the service definitions in some cases, as described above 

and by the Space Data Association. We also recommend including three 

additional services as part of the Basic Service, specifically: (i) Additional 

Concierge Services, (ii) Anomaly Resolution, and (iii) Breakup Detection, 

Tracking, and Cataloguing, to ensure parity with EU SST services and the 

resilience of publicly provided services. 24 x 7 x 365 support is essential in the 

space operations domain and should be a baseline TraCSS offering. 
 

 Specifically, we endorse the idea of revising the service description for the 

Conjunction Assessment (CA) service to state: “To screen primary objects against 

a robust satellite catalog, both routinely and on demand; and to generate CDMs 

for objects that violate the predefined physical volumes and/or collision 

probability thresholds used for the screening activity.” 

 
  

 We recommend adopting and incorporating internationally standardized CCSDS 

orbit and maneuver data exchange messages to ensure that a standardized 

terminology, timing systems, reference frames, and formats are used.  TraCSS 

needs to be able to service satellite operators who are unable to provide data in 

the required frame and/or standardized format. 
 

 We recommend TraCSS incorporate, when possible, additional data from 

spacecraft operators such as spacecraft dimensions, attitude flight rules, and 

total mass to help obtain better collision probability estimates, including realistic 

covariance information and/or scale factors to evaluate collision probability 

variability. 

 


